1. UMUSA KANKULUNKULU (MERCY OF GOD)
2. LINDELANI (GET READY)
3. UKHALANGAMI (YOU CRY FOR ME)
4. BAYIMB'INDELA (THE STUMBLING BLOCK)
5. BHASOBHA (WATCH)
6. NOMAKANJANI (DARK OR BLUE)
7. MANBA DOMPASI (NO MORE PASSBOOK)
8. UNGAYONI INTO ENHLE (DESTROY NOT THIS BEAUTY)
9. AMAPHIKU OKUNDIZA (WINGS TO FLY)
10. WAYIBAMBEZELA (DON'T WASTE HER TIME)
11. UNGAKHOLWA (DON'T FORGET)
12. IBBHUBESI (THE LION SONG)
13. AMAZING GRACE*
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